Dynamic enhancements of sample loading and analyte concentration in capillary isoelectric focusing for proteome studies.
Capillary isoelectric focusing (CIEF) involves the use of the entire capillary filled with a mixture containing protein/peptide analytes and carrier ampholytes. Thus, the preparative capabilities of CIEF are inherently greater than most capillary-based electrokinetic separation techniques. To further increase sample loading and, therefore, the concentrations of focused analytes, a dynamic approach, which is based on electrokinetic injection of proteins/peptides from a solution reservoir, is demonstrated using a low p/ protein calibration kit and tryptic peptides from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The proteins/peptides continuously migrate into the capillary and encounter a pH gradient established by carrier ampholytes originally present in the capillary for focusing and separation. Dynamic introduction and focusing in CIEF can be directly controlled by various electrokinetic conditions, including the injection time and the applied electric field strength. Differences in the sample loading are contributed by electrokinetic injection bias and are affected by the individual analyte's electrophoretic mobility. Depending on the mobilities of yeast peptides, the loading capacity of each peptide is measured to be around 8 to 45-fold of that obtained in conventional CIEF. By comparing with the concentrations of dilute yeast peptides originally present in the reservoir, an overall concentration factor of 1400-7700 together with excellent separation resolution is achieved using dynamic introduction and focusing. This concentration effect is further illustrated by detecting 10 pg/microL of bradykinin peptide spiked in yeast protein digest using only ultraviolet absorption.